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Abstract

This report describes measurements on a hole trap in neutron irradiated silicon
diodes, made on high resistivity phosphorus doped floatzone silicon. The hole
trap was detected by Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy, and from this
measurement we found that the trap has an activation energy of 0.475 meV.
Other measurements showed that the trap has very small capture cross section
for both holes and electrons, in the order 10*18 to 10'20 cm2, and that the hole
capture cross section is temperature dependent. The energy level position of the
trap has been estimated to be between 0.25 and 0.29 eV from the valence band.
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1 Introduction

The background for this work is an interest in the defects formed in high
resistivity floatzone silicon by neutron irradiation. This problem is of current
interest due to the demands for silicon detectors in future high energy physics
accelerator experiments. The detectors are to be used for particle tracking close to
the particle collision points and will receive high radiation doses from neutrons
as well as from other particles. Due to radiation the detector characteristics will
change over the years and in worst case detectors will have to be replaced.

Radiation damage in silicon has been studied for many decades [1,2,3]- The
radiation damage created by high energy particles in silicon is primarily point
defects like silicon vacancies and interstitials. These may migrate and combine
with each other or with impurities present in the material to form complexes. If a
complex introduces an energy level in the band gap it is said to be electrically
active since it may influence the electric performance of a semiconductor device.
If the energy level is located far from the band edges it is called deep and may act
as a trap or recombination centre in contrast to common dopant atoms which
have shallow levels close to the band edges.

The deep levels are commonly characterized by Deep Level Transient
Spectroscopy (DLTS) which was first described by Lang in 1974 [4]. By this
technique one is essentially measuring the carrier capture and emission rate of
the trap as a function of temperature. A pn- or a Schottky barrier diode is used
and the traps are sequentially populated and depopulated by different bias
conditions. The rate of change of junction capacitance yields a measure of the
emission or capture rate. Many defects have a unique signature by this technique.

Deep levels can be classified using various criteria. In connection with DLTS
measurements the most important criterion is whether the trap is a hole trap or
an electron trap. Electron traps have an electron emission rate, en, which is larger
than the hole emission rate, ep, and lie in the upper half of the band gap, i.e. over
the intrinsic Fermi level. Hole traps have a larger hole emission rate than
electron emission rate and lie in the lower half of the band gap. These two
different trap types have to be studied by two different measurement procedures.
The measurements of electron traps in n-type material are relatively straight
forward and have been described extensively by several authors [4,5]. A thorough
description of measurements on hole traps in n-type material with all its pitfalls



is not often encountered though, and in particular some of the common
assumptions do not necessarily hold true.

In our investigation we have used pn-junction diodes made from high resistivity
n-type floatzone silicon and processed in a standard detector fabrication process.
The diodes were irradiated with neutrons and subsequently investigated by
DLTS. The experimental details are described in Chapter 2 and an overview of
the DLTS measurements is given in Chapter 3. In the DLTS spectra we have
found a hole trap with an activation energy level close to midgap. The midgap
traps are the most effective generation and recombination centres and are thus of
particular interest. We have therefore investigated the properties of this trap and
the measurements and calculations are described in Chapter 4. The results are
discussed in Chapter 5 and a short summary is found in Chapter 6.

2 Experimental Details

2.1 Sample preparation

The silicon diodes used in this work were made on 3000-5000 £2cm phosphorous
doped floatzone grown silicon of <111> orientation purchased from Wacker-
Chemitronic GmbH [6]. The diode fabrication process was a standard photo-diode
process with gas-phase boron deposition at 970 °C and subsequent diffusion at
1000 °C to create the pn junction. The net bulk doping concentration Nd-Na was
measured to 3 * 1011 cnr3 by CV-measurement on the diodes*.

The diodes were mounted on gold patterned ceramic substrates in pairs. The
purpose of mounting two diodes on each substrate was to get an indication of
variations between diodes after irradiation. An example of the numbering of the
diodes is 57-3V. 57 identifies the wafer the two diodes come from, 3 identifies the
ceramic substrate and the two diodes are either -V or -H depending on the
position on the substrate.

2.2 Neutron irradiation

Neutron irradiations were performed using 252Cf and 238Pu sources with average
neutron energies of 2 and 4 MeV respectively. The sources are relatively week
with an activity of approximately 2 * 107 neutrons/s, thus calling for irradiations
at a small distance over a few days to achieve a suitable fluence. The fluence was

Hereafter we will refer to the net donor concentration simply as the donor concentration and denote it by N&
assuming #^=0.



calculated from the source activity, the irradiation distance and -time. The

neutron fluence received by various diodes are listed in Table 2.1.

Diodes:

57-4

56-4

56-3

57-2

57-3

Neutron fluence:

1.8*109 n/cm2

3.3*109 n/cm2

2.2*1010 n/cm2

6.7*1010 n/cm2

1.5*10" n/cm2

Irradiation source:

252a
252Cf

238P u

238P u

238P u

Table 2.1. Neutron fluence.

DLTS measurements

3.1 Introduction

We will give a short introduction to the different DLTS measurement procedures

for electron and hole traps in n-type bulk material. For a more thorough

description of the principles behind DLTS we refer to Lang's original DLTS paper

[4] and to the book by Blood and Orton [5].

Electron traps are investigated by first filling the trap with electrons, this is done
by applying zero or a low reverse bias across the p+n-junction. After this filling
pulse a higher reverse bias is applied and we measure the capacitance change
over the depletion region when the traps in the region emits the electrons. In
order to measure hole traps we need to fill the traps with holes. This can either be
done with optical generation or by injecting holes across the p+n-junction by
applying a forward bias. Again we apply a reverse bias during the measurement
phase to look at the capacitance changes during hole emission. The emission rate
depends on temperature and by varying the temperature the DLTS signal will
change since the DLTS equipment is sensitive to a particular rate determined by
the rate window. We find a peak in the DLTS spectrum at the temperature where
the trap emission rate is the same as the DLTS rate window. Since different traps
may have different emission rates we can find several peaks in one spectrum.

3.2 Measurements and results

The diodes were characterized by Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy using
commercially available equipment, DL4600 from Bio-Rad [7]. This equipment
includes a liquid nitrogen cryostat capable of cooling the diodes to 90 K. Before
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Figure 3.1 Typical electron signal before irradiation. Emission rate 200 /s.
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Figure 3.2 Typical hole signal in diodes before irradiation. Emission rate 200 /s.

neutron irradiation DLTS measurements showed three different traps in the
diodes. One electron trap around 300 K with a concentration less than 5 * 109

cm"3, one metastable hole trap around 130 K with a concentration less than 1 *
109 cm"3, and one hole trap around 180 K with a concentration less than 2 * 109

cm"3. The identities of these traps are unknown. The DLTS spectra are shown in
Figure 3.1 and 3.2. In the hole trap spectrum there are positive signals at high
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Figure 3.3 Electron signal after neutron irradiation. Emission rate 1000 /s.
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Figure 3.4 Hole signal after neutron irradiation. Emission rate 200 /s.

temperatures. This is due to electron traps which can be partially filled due to the
presence of electrons in addition to holes during the hole filling pulse.

After irradiation the DLTS spectra showed peaks that are typical of well-known
irradiation induced traps [8,9,10]. These are the vacancy-oxygen and carbon-carbon
peak, the doubly negative divacancy peak and the peak containing the single



negative divacancy, the phosphorous-vacancy and the phosphorous-carbon in
the upper half of the band-gap, see Figure 3.3. The spectra from the lower half of
the band-gap showed the interstitial carbon peak (anneals out during a few days
at room temperature) and the carbon-oxygen peak. An example is shown in
Figure 3.4. In addition to these familiar peaks another peak is seen around 260 K
in the hole spectrum for the diodes which received a fluence of 2.2*1010

neutrons/cm2 or higher. We will call this trap TH6, and measurements on this
trap will be described in Chapter 4.

4 Measurements on a minority carrier trap

4.1 Introduction

DLTS measurements on minority carrier traps are more involved and difficult
than measurements on majority carrier traps. A good description of minority
carrier trap measurements can be found in [5], but it assumes that the forward
bias is in the low level injection regime. We shall see that the traps we are
interested in have so small capture cross sections that high level injection is
needed for measurements on the trap. Description of the measurements and
calculations needed for characterization of such a trap is given in this chapter
together with our results from the TH6 trap.

4.2 Measurement procedure for complete characterization of a hole
trap

The trap properties of main interest are the energy level and the capture cross
sections which are used to distinguish between different traps. We can either
specify the "trap-signature" values obtained from Arrhenius plots after DLTS
measurements, or we can perform additional measurements and obtain the real
values for the energy level and the cross section. To create an Arrhenius plot we
plot epIT

2 as a function of T~l and get a straight line with the activation energy, Eact
as its slope, and the apparent capture cross section oapp as its intercept. In section
4.8 we will see that Eact is the enthalpy AH plus the energy barrier AEa,p when the
capture cross section is temperature dependent. The real energy level of the trap
is a Gibbs free energy AG and the difference between the free energy and the
enthalpy of the trap depends on the entropy AS [11,12]. The trap-signature or
apparent properties are useful because they provide an easy way of comparing
traps measured by DLTS in different samples. If the results are to be used in
calculations of the trap behaviour the real energy level and capture cross sections
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should be obtained. Other properties of interest are the emission rate and capture
rate from the trap at given temperatures, the latter is often needed to calculate the
trap density. Calculation of the capture rate requires knowledge of the injected
minority carrier density at the specific forward voltage. It is also necessary to
estimate the minority carrier lifetime and diffusion length in order to select the
reverse voltage to be used during the measurement. If the measurement
parameters are not carefully selected the chances of ending up with incorrect
results are much higher for minority carrier traps than for majority carrier traps.

Thus for the characterization of a hole trap we arrived at the following
procedure:

1. Make an initial DLTS scan to reveal the "signatures" of hole traps.
Several scans with different rate windows should be performed. This will
give the DLTS peak temperature for the various rates as well as provide
the data for Arrhenius plots which will give both the activation energy
for the trap and the apparent capture cross section.

2. Measure the minority carrier lifetime at several temperatures and
use it to calculate the minority carrier diffusion length. This information
is used to determine the reverse voltage to be used in the subsequent
measurements.

3. Measure the DLTS signal as a function of the filling pulse length and
the forward voltage. These measurements are done at the DLTS peak
temperature for various emission rates, and the purpose is to find the
filling pulse length and the forward voltage needed to saturate the DLTS
signal.

4. Measure the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics in forward direction
for the samples at the DLTS peak temperatures. The I-V curve is used to
estimate the injected minority carrier density by comparing the measured
curve with a simulated curve. The simulation gives us the carrier density
as well as the I-V curve.

5. Capture cross section determinations are done at the various peak
temperatures by measuring the DLTS signal as a function of varying

11



partial filling of the trap with holes. Curve fitting is used to extract the
capture rates and the capture cross sections for electrons and holes, the
emission rate for electrons may also be found.

6. Calculation of the real energy level of the trap based on the obtained
parameters.

7. Calculation of the trap density.

These measurements and calculations will be described in the next seven sections
of this chapter.

4.3 Initial DLTS measurements

Based on our experience we have chosen to use a standard set of values for the
reverse bias, filling pulse bias and filling pulse length in the initial DLTS
measurement phase. This set of values will be discussed in this section and can
be used for all traps. We will consider the best parameters to use for the TH6 trap
in later sections.

The filling pulse duration should be long enough to ensure as complete trap
filling as possible. We have used 1 ms as the initial filling pulse length.
The reverse bias voltage should be low. We want the depletion region at the
reverse bias voltage to be shorter than the region filled with injected minority
carriers. This is because we want the filling fraction of the trap to be as large as
possible in the region we are looking at. We shall see in section 4.4 that 1 volt in
reverse bias is suitable, but very many of our initial DLTS measurements have
been performed at 5 and 10 volts.
For the filling pulse voltage it is generally best to be in the low injection level
regime because then it is relatively simple to find the injected minority carrier
density. The minority carrier density is needed to calculate the capture cross
sections and in some cases the trap density. However, for some traps the capture
cross section is so small that more minority carriers than the number injected at
low injection are needed to make the trap visible in a DLTS scan. For this reason
we have used a filling voltage of +1 volt, which ensures a high injection level, in
the initial DLTS measurements.

12
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Figure 4.2. Arrhenius plot of the spectrum shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of the DLTS spectra from a TH6 trap. This
measurement was done on diode 57-3V. Figure 4.2 shows the Arrhenius plot
made from the results in Figure 4.1. There is a small systematic scatter of the data
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points about a straight line. This is partly due to temperature hysteresis. An
example of the temperature hysteresis is shown in Figure 4.3 where the DLTS
scan is performed twice with the same rate window. First the scan was performed
with decreasing temperature and then with rising temperature. We see that the
DLTS scan do not overlap accurately. This is due to a temperature delay between
the point in the cryostat where the temperature is measured and the point where
the measured diode is attached. A summary of the results from Arrhenius plots
is given in Table 4.1.

Diode

57-3V

57-3H no l

57-3H no 2

56-3H

57-2H no l

57-2H no 2

Activation energy Eact

[meV]

480

472

455

497

470

498

Apparent hole capture
cross section aapp [cm2]

2.67*10"15

1.80*10-15

8.88*10-16

3.90*10-15

1.04*10-15

3.68 *10-15

Table 4.1. The activation energy and apparent capture cross section obtained from

Arrhenius plots as described in section 4.2. Two results are included for two of

the diodes and we see that the measurement repeatability is around 30 meV.

14



4.4 Lifetime and diffusion length

Before doing the DLTS measurements needed for calculation of the trap density it
is important find the minority carrier diffusion length Lp, for the diode. The
diffusion length determines how far from the pn-junction the trap can be
completely filled by holes and thus has bearings on the reverse bias suitable
during the measurement phase of the DLTS scan.

The minority carrier diffusion length Lp can be calculated from the minority
carrier lifetime xp using the relation:

where Dp is the diffusion coefficient.
A suitable method for measuring the lifetime is the ramp recovery method [13,
14], which is a variation of the reverse recovery method. Common for both
methods is that we measure the current in the diode as a function of time when
it is switched from the forward to the reverse bias. Due to the large number of
injected minority carriers there will be a large reverse current after switching.
When the minority carrier concentration at the pn junction is reduced to the
thermal-equilibrium minority carrier density the current will start to decrease,
and it will reach the steady state reverse current when all the excess minority
carriers have recombined. The time needed for removal of the excess carriers
after switching depends on the minority carrier lifetime which therefore can be
calculated from the current versus time curve. The step recovery method is based
on that the junction can be switched abruptly from forward to reverse

0

Vr
•4 * •

/ .

Wrr

Figure 4.4 Ramp recovery method in diodes.
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From Berz [13].

conduction. In cases where this is not possible, like with high resistivity diodes,
the ramp recovery method is recommended [14]. In this method the direction of
the current is changed using a current ramp with constant gradient dl/dt. The
ramp recovery method is shown schematically in Figure 4.4, and the relation
between the various parameters and the lifetime has been described by Berz [13]. //
is the steady state forward current and Irr is the maximum reverse current
determined by the reverse voltage Vr and the external resistor in the
experimental set-up. The set-up is shown in Figure 4.5. We used an OR-X model
402A programmable pulse generator and a Phillips PM97, 50 MHz scopemeter.
The DLTS cryostat and temperature controller were used to control the
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temperature of the sample. The forward and reverse currents and the time factors
were read from the curve on the oscilloscope and we used the curves in Figure
4.6 [13] to find the lifetime x. The diffusion constant D on the abscissa is the
ambipolar diffusion constant D=2DnDp/(Dn+Dp) and the hole and electron
diffusion constants are calculated from the respective mobilities, D=\xkT/q. To find
the mobility we have used the method described by Dorkel and Leturcq [15] which
includes the temperature dependence and carrier-carrier scattering. This
scattering process is of importance at high level injection conditions. Results
from different diodes at three different temperatures are shown in Table 4.2.

Diode

56-3V

56-3H

57-2V

Temperature [K]
284.7

265.3
248.7
284.6
265.6
249.1

285.2
266.9
249.8

Lifetime [jxs]

45
43
42

47

41

40

30

28

26

Diffusion length [urn]

300

308
316

308

301

309

246

248

248

Table 4.2 Lifetime and diffusion length measured at various temperatures for
different diodes.

As shown in Table 2.1 the 56-3 diodes got a fluence of 2.2 *1010 n/cm2 and 57-2 got
6.7 *1010 n/cm2, and this results in a lifetime reduction of 10-15 us. We see that
the diffusion length is comparable to the diode thickness for the lowest fluence.
In order to make Xd « L we chose to use a reverse voltage of 1 volt which results
in a depletion depth of 87 um at 260 K.

4.5 Filling pulse length and forward voltage

The filling pulse length and the forward voltage are important in order to get as
complete filling of the trap as possible in DLTS measurements. We sat the
temperature to the value where the DLTS signal had its maximum for the given
emission rate and examined the DLTS signal from the trap as a function of these
two factors. Figure 4.7 show typical examples. For 1 volt reverse bias the signal
reaches a maximum value when the forward voltage reaches 1 volt and the

17
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filling pulse [us]
forward '

Figure 4.7 (a) The DLTS signal from diode 56-3V at 265 K as a function of filling

pulse length. Vf=1.0 volts, (b) The DLTS signal from diode 56-3V at 248 K as a

function of the forward voltage. tp=100 us.

filling pulse width is 100 |is. We also note that we need a forward voltage of 0.5
volts to get a DLTS signal from the trap. Measurements have shown that a filling
pulse width of 100 us is sufficient to saturate the signal at 0.5 volts forward bias.

4.6 Injected minority carrier density

The forward current-voltage curve of a diode can be represented by the following

equation where the symbols have their usual meaning:

J = 70| ex * -A) exp
nkT

(4.2)

The ideality factor n may change with voltage and the I-V curves of common pn
junctions may be divided in three regions according to the value of n. At very
low forward voltage the recombination current is dominating and n=2. When Vf

increases there is a region where the diffusion current across the junction
dominates and in this case n=l. These two limiting cases are both in the low level

18
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Figure 4.8 Measured IV-curve for diode 56-3V at T=265 K (dotted line), compared
to curve fits using Equation (4.2) with n=l and n=2.

injection regime. As V/ increases further n approaches 2 again, and the junction is
presumably in high injection [5]. Different methods are used to estimate the
injected minority carrier densities in low and high level injection, thus we have
to establish in which region the V/ that saturates the DLTS signal is. We can do
this by comparing the measured IV curve with curves generated from Equation
(4.2) with n=\ or 2. When the slope of the measured curve corresponds to n=2 we
assume that we are in the high injection region. An example is shown in Figure
4.8. This is the forward current voltage characteristic for diode 57-2V measured at
269 K. There is no region at low forward voltage where recombination
dominates, diffusion dominates up till 0.2 volts, and we seem to have high
injection from approximately 0.4 volts. We shall see in section 4.6.5 that this
interpretation is in accordance with results from simulations. The slope of the
current curve is levelling off at high voltages due to resistive loading. The trap
signal measurements described in section 4.5 showed that the forward voltage
must be 0.4-0.5 volts to get a hole signal from this trap. Consequently we need to
find the injected minority carrier density for high level injection conditions.

19



4.6.1 Measurements of IV characteristics

The current-voltage characteristics of the diodes were measured using a Hewlett-
Packard 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer, and the temperature was
controlled by using the sample cryostat and temperature controller belonging to
the Bio-Rad DLTS equipment. The IV measurements and subsequent
simulations were performed at the DLTS peak temperatures.

4.6.2 Calculation of carrier concentration under high injection conditions

The minority carrier density under high level injection needs to be calculated.
We have used the Spisces simulation programme from Silvaco [16] for this task.
This programme solves the usual semiconductor transport equations using
parameters and model choices specified in an input file. The input file also
contains specifications of the voltages and the structure to be simulated. The
output file gave us information on the current density and the carrier density
generated in the structure as a function of voltage. Our aim was to obtain an I-V
curve that matched the experimental one. The strategy is based upon trial and
error variation of the input parameters. We required them to be constrained as
described in section 4.6.3 though. The carrier densities corresponding to the fitted
IV curve was used in the calculations described in section 4.7.

4.6.3 Simulation input file

The structure defined for the simulation was a 1 jxm wide diode segment with a 2
urn deep Gaussian shaped p+ diffusion doped to 1.0 * 1019. The n-type detector
bulk was doped to 3.0 * 1011 and a high doped n-type region was defined on the
bottom. The total thickness of the diode segment was 280 urn, which is the same
as the real diodes. The top and bottom of the structure have electrodes that act as
contacts to the p and n sides of the junction, while Neumann boundary
conditions are imposed on the sides of the structure. This means that the normal
electric field components on these sides are zero, so carriers will only flow
through the contacts on the top and bottom.

The models used in the simulation was Shockley-Read-Hall recombination with
concentration dependent lifetimes, Auger recombination, field dependent
mobility and carrier-carrier scattering dependent mobility. For description of the
models and their default parameters we refer to the simulation manual [17].
Some of the default parameter values were changed. The electron mobility was
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changed to 1430 cm2/Vs, the hole mobility to 495 cm2/Vs and the Shockley-Read-
Hall (srh) concentration parameters for electrons and holes to 4.0 * 1017 cm"3. The
mobility values are in accordance with the values specified by Dorkel and Leturcq
[15] in their article describing the carrier-carrier scattering. The srh concentration
parameters are from the article by Roulston et al. [18]. In addition the band-gap
energy at 300 K was specified to 1.12 eV [12]. Some parameters were varied to fit
the simulated IV curves to the various measured curves. These were the
Shockley-Read-Hall (srh) lifetime for electrons and holes and the energy level
position of the srh trap. The temperature was chosen according to the
temperature for the measured I-V curve. We also included a contact resistance on
the electrode contacting the bottom of the diode in order to fit the current at the
highest forward voltages.

The structure was simulated with the bottom contact at zero volts, while the
voltage at the p+ top contact was varied from zero to one volt in 0.1 or 0.05 volt
steps. An example of the input file is found in Appendix A.

4.6.4 Deviations from the real structure

The Spisces simulation programme can only handle a limited number of nodes
in the simulated structure, and in addition the simulation time is proportional to
the number of nodes. This was the reason for defining the segment only 1 jxm
wide. The structure can only be defined in two dimensions by the user, but in
addition the programme is calculating with a 1 urn depth. This enables the
current density per urn2 to be calculated in the simulation. The current in the
real sized diode can thus be found by multiplying the simulated current with the
diode area. However, this does not take account of edge effects around the
circumference of the diode, and neither is surface generated current at the silicon-
silicon dioxide interface included. We do not expect these factors to be of great
importance. The surface current should be a negligible fraction of the total
current at high forward bias. High field effects are mainly important at reverse
bias when the total current is small, and in addition the field will be small since
the doping on the n-side is very low. Another simplification made was that the
Shockley-Read-Hall model with a recombination trap around midgap was used.
In the measured diodes we have several traps with energy levels distributed
throughout the band gap. However, we shall see that we have a good agreement
between the simulated and measured I-V curves.
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Figure 4.9 The measured and simulated IV curves for diode 56-3V. (a) T=248 K (b)
T=265 K.

4.6.5 Results from simulations and comparison with I-V measurements

The size of the real diodes is 9.61 * 106 um2. This area factor was multiplied with
the current density calculated by the simulation. Results for two different
simulations with the corresponding measured curves are shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9 (a) shows the IV curve measured on detector 56-3V at 248 K and the
corresponding simulation, and similarly Figure 4.9 (b) shows the measured and
simulated IV curve for the same detector at 265 K. The parameters we varied to
fit the simulation to the measured curve was the contact resistance, the srh trap
energy level and the carrier lifetime. We found that the same parameter values
made a good fit to both curves, so the only difference was the temperature. The
values were as follows, a contact resistance of 2.0 Qcnr2, a trap energy level 0.1 eV
above the intrinsic Fermi level and a carrier lifetime of 40 us. We see that there
is a very good agreement between the measured and the simulated curve, except
at high forward voltages where the deviations are somewhat larger. From the
simulations we also find the density of the injected minority carriers for each
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Figure 4.10 Simulated electron and hole densities in the n-side of a pn diode for
various forward voltages at 248 K.

forward voltage, see Figure 4.10. These densities are used in the next section for
the calculation of the capture cross sections.

It is difficult to establish the uncertainty in the densities calculated here, but the
details supplied about the simulation might put others in a position to make a
judgement.

4.7 Capture cross sections

We mentioned in section 4.2 that the capture cross section parameter obtained
from Arrhenius plots in DLTS is the apparent cross section and not the real one.
To find the real value we have to make a specific measurement of the capture
cross section.

A common method is to measure the DLTS signal as a function of the filling
pulse length. For short filling times we will find an exponential dependence of
the DLTS signal on the filling pulse in an expression that includes the capture
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cross section. This can be used to find the cross section. The problem with this
measurement when performed on high resistivity silicon is that the minority
carrier lifetime may be of the same order of magnitude as the filling pulse length,
as was the case for our trap. After the filling pulse it takes a time comparable to
the lifetime before all the excess carriers have recombined. During this time the
trap is still being filled and thus the time when holes are available for capture
onto the trap are longer than the filling pulse length. Consequently the
uncertainty in this measurement is substantial and the method was rejected for
TH6 in our case.

Another method for measuring the capture cross section is to measure the DLTS
signal as a function of forward voltage with a long injection pulse. We have
applied this method which will be described in the next section.

4.7.1 Measurement method

This measurement technique has been described by Blood and Orton[5] and by
Wang and Sah[19] and it is done by recording the DLTS signal So * as a function of
forward voltage for a long filling pulse. The injected hole density varies with the
forward voltage and thus the fraction of the traps filled with holes will vary. We
have the following relation:

(H{^}) (4.3,

Sj is the signal we would obtain when all Nt traps are filled, and Pt(°°,Vf) is the
number of traps filled with holes when the filling pulse is very long and the
forward voltage is Vf. pt(°°,Vf) is given by Equation (4.4):

pUvf)=
 C>(Vf) + e» N (4.4)

In section 4.9 we shall calculate the density of the trap and we shall see that three correction
factors are involved in the calculation (Equation 4.9.1). The first correction factor is =1, the second is
the filling fraction of the trap which is used in this section to find the capture cross setions and the
third is due to the Q-effect [22]. The Q-effect arises from the high series resistance in the
undepleted bulk in low doped material and leads to reduction in the DLTS signal. For large reverse
bias the correction factor approaches 1 for all temperatures and can be ignored. For low reverse bias,
like we have applied in this study, the correction factor is significant and it is also temperature
dependent. In this section the So used in calculations have been corrected with the appropriate Q-
effect factor given by the reverse bias and measurement temperature. This is particularly
important when we consider the DLTS signal for various emission rates in section 4.7.5.
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This equation is valid if the trap density is uniform which is expected for neutron
irradiation induced traps. We have argued in sections 4.5 and 4.6 that we need
high level injection in order to fill the hole trap. Under these conditions the
majority carrier density will increase as well as the minority carrier density, and
thus the electron capture rate cn will also depend on Vf. The capture rates are
given by:

() (4.5)

where <x» is the average thermal velocity for holes or electrons. By rearranging
Equation (4.3) and using (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) we get:

or

e.+o r{y>r)p.<V,)
(4.8)

If we restrict the use of this expression to strong high level injection we have nn =
pn. The inverse of the measured signal, l/So(°°,Vf), will then be a direct function of
the high injection carrier density pn. In our case the value of pn has been
calculated for each V/used in the measurement. The aim is to obtain all the
unknown parameters in Equation (4.8) by doing curve fits to the measured
signals. The unknown parameters are the emission rate for electrons en, the two
capture cross sections on and ap/ and the signal Si for completely filled traps.

4.7.2 Results from capture cross section measurements

TH6 is a hole trap lying in the lower half of the band gap and it therefore has a
hole emission rate larger than the electron emission rate, en<ep. If the hole trap
energy level is far from midgap then en«ep and we can ignore en in Equation
4.7.1.6. The validity of this for TH6 will be discussed in Chapter 5. When we
ignore en Equation (4.8) reduces to the following expression:

(4.9)
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This is a linear equation y=ax+b with x=l/pn and the coefficients given by:

a = (4.10)

b = ̂ | 1 + 0,72-^-
(4.11)

The factor 0.72 comes from the ratio between <\>n> and <\)p> when the values for

the effective masses are mn*= 1.08 and mp*=036. The measured data points for

diode 56-3V at 265 K has been plotted in Figure 4.11, together with a linear fit to

Equation (4.9). The fit is the best fit by standard computer fitting algorithm. The

measurement was done with a reverse bias of 1.0 volt and a filling pulse width of

100 us, and the hole emission rate at 265 K was 200/s.

From the coefficients obtained in the curve fit and by using Equations (4.10) and
(4.11) we can find the relation between the capture cross sections and Sy. We
know that Si must be larger or equal to the maximum of the measured signal
So(°°,Vf), and thus it is interesting to plot the cross sections as a function of
Si /So,max- Si/So,max is the inverse maximum filling fraction at this temperature.
This has been done for diode 56-3V based on the curve fit shown in Figure 4.11

0.004

0.002

curve fit:

a-1.6778*10
b-0.002215

2 10'15 4 1015 6 10'15 8 10"15 1 10 u 1 .2 10'1

1/p [cm3]

Figure 4.11 Inverse measured DLTS signal as a function of inverse carrier

concentration at high level injection for diode 56-3V at 265 K and 1.0 volt reverse

bias. Linear curve fit with coefficients according to Equations (4.10) and (4.11).
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100

Figure 4.12 Hole and electron cross sections as a function of inverse maximum
filling fraction. The curves are calculated from the linear fit in Figure 4.11 with
coefficients given by Equations (4.10) and (4.11). Diode 56-3V at 265 K and 1.0 volt
reverse bias.

and the result is shown in Figure 4.12. We see that on approaches a stable value as
Si /So increases, whereas ap varies. For Si/So = 172 we find that an=cp. This
measurement shows that the TH6 trap has very low hole and electron capture
cross sections, in the order 10*18 to 10"21 cm2. Traps with cross sections of this
magnitude are normally associated with repulsive traps. The uncertainty in this
measurement will be discussed in section 5.

This measurement provides us with some information about the capture cross
sections for holes and electrons but it does not tell us the maximum filling
fraction of the trap for this temperature. We need to know the filling fraction in
order to calculate the trap density in section 4.9. We would also like to be able to
limit the possible capture cross sections to a smaller range. In order to find the
filling fraction, or occupancy, further information of the trap behaviour is
needed.

4.7.3 Temperature dependent hole capture cross section

Figure 4.13 shows the DLTS peaks of the trap for various emission rates, and we
see that the DLTS peak signal increases for increasing temperature/emission
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Figure 4.13 DLTS signal for hole trap TH6 as a function of temperature/ emission
rate. Negative signal along y-axis.

rates. This can be explained by a temperature dependent capture cross section. A
temperature dependence described by ~exp(-£a/kD for high temperatures and no
temperature dependence for low temperatures has been measured for many traps
and has been ascribed to multiphonon emission[20]. The curve form of the DLTS
peak signal versus temperature as shown in Figure 4.13, is in accordance with a
temperature independent electron capture cross section and a temperature
dependent hole capture cross section for temperatures higher than 240-250 K. The
temperature dependency can be expressed as:

kT
(4.12)

GPIO is the temperature independent value for low temperatures whereas op,oo is
the asymptotic value for high temperatures. Ea,p is the energy barrier associated
with the carrier capture. A curve fit can be made to the data points in Figure 4.13
by using the following equation which stems from rearranging Equation (4.9) and
including Equation (4.12).
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Figure 4.14 Rough parameterization of ep/<x>p>p as a function of temperature, for
use in Equation (4.13).

1 +
(ep/(vp)p)

(4.13)

The temperature dependency of (ep/<vp>p) has been parameterized by plotting the
factor as a function of temperature and doing a curve fit. The result is shown in
Figure 4.14. This factor can be ignored if the hole filling fraction is saturated, but
this has only been tested for the peak temperatures at 248 K (ep =50 s*1) and 265 K
(ep =200 s'1) (shown in Figure 4.7 for 265 K).

4.7.4 Thermodynamic properties of traps

In this section we shall briefly consider the thermodynamics of carrier emission.
We refer to the references [5,11,12] for a more thorough description.

The position of a trap in the band gap is determined by the change in Gibbs free

energy, AG, which is related to the associated changes in enthalpy (AH) and

entropy (AS).

&G(T) = AH-TAS (4.14)

The thermal hole emission rate for a trap is given by
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ep(T) = ap(T)(vp(T))NJTAexp\- ^ ^ l (4.15)

where Nv is the effective density of states in the valence band and gilgo is the ratio
of the degeneracies of the trap when empty and filled with a hole. The subscript
VT in the free energy signifies that this is the energy difference between the
valence band and the trap. This expression originates from the detailed balance
equation. When we have measured ep and op at a specific temperature we can use
Equation (4.15) to calculate AGyr. If we put Equation (4.14) into (4.15) we get

ep(T) = xPo,(T)(vp(T))Nv(T)exp{- ^ ^ j (4-16)

with the entropy factor Xp given as

$ ^ y L ) (4.17)
kSo k

Equation (4.16) is an expression which can be illustrated graphically in an
Arrhenius plot as we described in section 4.2 and 4.3. However, we also have to
take the temperature dependence of op into consideration and we get a new
expression for ep:

*,<T> " X,(°,.. +<V-^-^)Jv^Hm^l-^k^} (4.18)

We see that when we use this expression to create an Arrhenius plot we will not
get a straight line because we have two different exponential factors. The factor
containing AHyr will dominate at low temperatures whereas the factor
containing AHyr +AEa,p dominates at high temperatures. However, we saw in
Figure 4.2 that the Arrhenius plot created from the DLTS measurements on TH6
resulted in a straight line. Consequently the parameters in Equation (4.18) must
have values which result in an Arrhenius plot with the same straight line for the
temperature region we are looking at. From this consideration we see that the
Arrhenius plot created in section 4.3 for TH6 is a superposition of the enthalpy
and the enthalpy + the capture cross section barrier.

4.7.5 Results from curve fits to DLTS signal as a function of temperature
and to Arrhenius plot.

By combining results from the measurements described in the three previous
sections we can get more knowledge of the various parameters describing the
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trap. This procedure is based on trial and error. From Figure 4.12 we find a value

for Sj/So,max and a corresponding value for on- These values are put into

Equation (4.13), we choose a value for Eap and we make a curve fit to this

equation for the DLTS peaks shown in Figure 4.13. This gives us values for ap,o

and ap,«,. Subsequently we put all these parameter values into Equation (4.18),

and vary the remaining parameters Xp and AHVT to see if it possible to get a curve

according to the one shown in Figure 4.2. This procedure is repeated until we

have found a set of parameters that matches all the measurements.

We shall show an example of a curve fit procedure as described above and show
the results. From Figure 4.12 we choose the corresponding values Sj/S0>max=3 and
afl=1.7*10"19 cm2. These values are put into Equation (4.13) together with
Eap=0A0 meV and the parameterized expression for (ep/<x>p>p) from Figure 4.14.
By using a standard curve fitting algorithm we fit Equation (4.13) to the measured
data points as shown in Figure 4.15, and find ap>o=3.2*lO-20 cm2 and op,oo=1.5*10-12

cm2. These values are subsequently used in Equation (4.18), and by trying various
values of xp and AHVT we found that Xp=50 and AHvr=0.325 meV resulted in a
calculated Arrhenius plot that matches the curve constructed from
measurements in section 4.3. See Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.15 Measured DLTS signal as a function of temperature (emission rate)
and the corresponding curve fitted to Equation (4.13) with the input parameters
given in the figure.
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Figure 4.16 Arrhenius plot constructed from DLTS signature (x) and plot
constructed from Equation (4.16) (+) with £op=0.40 meV, e»p>o =3.2*10-20 cm2, ap>o

=1.5*10"12 cm2, Xp =50 and AHVT =0.325 meV. The two different exponentials
which will dominate for high and low temperature are also shown.

4.8 Trap energy level

A brief discussion of the thermodynamics of carrier emission was given in
section 4.7.4. We pointed out that the trap energy level is a Gibbs free energy
AGyr and that it can be calculated from Equation (4.15) when ep and op has been
measured for a given temperature. From Equation (4.14) we see that the trap
energy level will vary with temperature unless the entropy ASVT *S zero.

The values obtained for the various parameters in the previous section are

encumbered with relatively large uncertainties. Therefore we cannot establish

the trap energy level with any certainty, but as an example we have calculated the

energy level given by the parameters found in section 4.7.5.

According to Engstrom and Aim [21] the maximum entropy factor is about 50

with the maximum degeneracy ratio equal to 4. The reasoning behind this is that

the entropy change for a trap cannot be larger than the entropy change of the

bandgap which is ~2.5k. By using Xp=50, £//go=4 and 4//=0.325 meV we find from

Equations (4.17) and (4.14) that AGyr=0.267 meV at 265 K. By using £<j(p=0.40 meV,
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op,o=3.2*10-20 cm2, op,oo=1.5-10-12 cm2, gjfgo=4, ep=200 s'l and T=265 K, Equation

(4.15) gave AGVT =0.275 meV.

4.9 Calculation of trap density

One main problem for DLTS measurements on hole traps is to obtain a correct
value for the trap density. Electrons are present in the filling phase as well as
holes, and unless the capture rate for electrons cn is much less than for holes cp, a
finite fraction of the traps will not be filled by minority carriers. This fraction
needs to be found, and was discussed in section 4.7. The minority carrier trap
density can be calculated from the following expression [5]:

(4.19)

ACO is the capacitive DLTS signal from measurements on the trap, C is the
capacitance of the diode at the DLTS reverse voltage, N, is the trap density that we
are going to find and Nd is the doping concentration in the n-type bulk. These
four parameters in addition to the factor 1 /2 are the simple equation very often
used for the trap density calculation. The three consecutive parentheses in the
expression are correction factors which also should be considered. The first factor
considers the hole filling fraction of the traps in the end of the depletion zone,
the transition distance effect. The next is a measure of the number of traps filled
with holes versus the number filled with electrons, which depends on the
capture rates. The last correction factor is due to resistivity effects in the high
resistivity bulk. These three factors will be discussed in the following three
sections.

4.9.1 Transition distance effect

The first correction factor in Equation (4.19) is (xjlxd)2 which is a measure of the
trap filling in the end of the depletion zone. Xd is the reverse bias depletion depth,
whereas xj is either x<j- X'(t) or x'. x' is used when Xd >x'. It is the depth to which
the traps are filled by minority carriers, and depends on the minority carrier
diffusion length. It is difficult to determine an exact value for x'. Thus if possible
we prefer to keep Xd <x' or Xd<Lp. When Xd <x' we use the other expression for xj
where \'(t) is the time dependent transition distance. The background for this
correction factor is that we may have two different processes which empties the
traps for holes during the measurement phase. Well within the depletion zone
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the traps empties by hole emission whereas at and near the depletion edge the
traps can capture electrons from the free electron tail. The transition distance is a
measure for the depth where the electron capture is dominant. Provided the
electron capture rate at the depletion edge is of the same order of magnitude as
the hole emission rate we get the following expression:

(4.20)

Vrev is the reverse bias and cn0 is the electron capture rate from the Debye tail that
is given by Equation (4.5) with nn=Nd. The transition distance varies with time but
it is customary to use t=x=l/ep for this calculation. The transition distance can also
be expressed in a different way; the transition location is where cn (x) « ep. The
capture rate cn (x) varies with distance as the variation in electron concentration
at the depletion edge. In our case the capture rate is very small. cno =Gn<vn>Nct~ 3
s-1 at 265 K for on=l*10-18 cm2. Thus cn0 «ep (ep=200 s"1 at 265 K) and the trap
emptying is dominated by emission. Consequently the transition distance is
negligible, and this correction factor is = 1.

4.9.2 Capture rate ratio

cJv,) + eH
/ V f) (4.21)

This is the expression for the fraction of traps filled by holes. It is the same as the
one used in section 4.7 when we calculated the capture cross sections. When
measuring the trap density we want to make this ratio as close to 1 as possible,
and this is done by increasing the forward voltage until the DLTS signal saturates.
At low level forward bias injection cn will be independent of V/and only cp

increases. Thus if the signal saturates at low injection cp dominates over the
other rates and the ratio is ~ 1. If high level injection is needed to saturate the
signal, which it was in our case, then cn becomes dependent upon Vf and the ratio
will only approach 1 if the capture cross section for holes is much larger than the
one for electrons. To find out if this is the case we need to know the values for on

and Op which we estimated in section 4.7. In any case the measurements should
be done at forward voltages high enough to ignore the emission rates, and the
expression can be simplified:
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(4.22)

Due to the high injection we have nn=pn. The factor 0.72 comes from the ratio
between <\>n> and <x>p> when the values for the effective masses are mn*= 1.08
and mp*=0.56.

4.9.3 The Q-effect

The third correction factor that has to be taken into account is the reduction in
measured DLTS peak amplitude due to the so-called Q-effect arising from the
high series resistance in low doped material. According to Simoen et al. [22] the
correction factor is given by

(4.23)

where

/ is the measurement frequency, tw is the wafer thickness, Nj is the doping

(4.24)
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Figure 4.17 Correction factor due to the Q-effect [22] as a function of temperature.
Shown for -1 volt and -5 volts reverse bias.
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concentration, u is the mobility and W the depletion width. As we pointed out in
section 4.7.5 this correction factor is temperature dependent, due to the
temperature dependence of the mobility. The correction factor is shown in Figure
4.17 as a function of temperature for two different reverse biases. For high reverse
biases the factor is «1 for all temperatures.

4.9.4 Results from trap density calculations

Equation (4.22) showed that we require the ratio o n /c p to calculate the trap
density. In section 4.7 we found that an inverse filling fraction Sj/SOimax=3 at 265
K gave consistent results for the three different measurements with
corresponding curve fits. This gives us a ratio an/oy=2.8. The trap density
calculated for two of the diodes are shown in Table 4.3. The numbers in the
column heading refer to the sections where the correction factors were described.

The diodes 56-3H and 56-3V were irradiated with a neutron fluence of 2.2*1010

n/cm2, and the trap introduction rate for the estimated trap densities is then 0.016
and 0.021 cm"1.

Diode
56-3H
56-3V

T[K]

265

265

4.9.1

1

1

4.9.2

0.33
0.33

4.9.3

0.74
0.74

4C[pF]
0.0020
0.0027

C[pF]

13.9

13.9

Nt [cm-3]

3.5*108
4.6*108

Table 4.3 Measured capacitance values and calculated correction factors and trap
density for two different diodes.

5 Discussion

5.1 Uncertainties of the results

In section 4.7 we described a sequence of three different measurements with
corresponding curve fits which gave us consistent results for the various
parameters; The maximum trap filling fraction at 265 K*, the electron capture
cross section, the temperature dependent hole capture cross section, the trap
enthalpy and the entropy factor. However, the uncertainties in the numbers we
obtained may be relatively large, and a discussion of the results is appropriate.

* Due to the temperature dependency of Op the maximum filling fraction of the trap will vary with
temperature. We must therefore specify the temperature when quoting a value for S]/Somax- In this
section we consider Sj/Somax(265 K) i.e. the inverse filling fraction at T=265 K.
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The calculations we performed in section 4.7.2 were based on simulated values
for the carrier densities injected over the junction at certain forward biases.
Although the simulations gave us an I-V curve which was in accordance with
the measured curve and the input parameters seemed to be very reasonable, the
true density may differ from the simulated density. We tried to do the same
simulations for a diode that had received a higher neutron fluence, but the
correspondence with the measured curve for high forward biases was not very
good. As we mentioned in section 4.6.4 only one generation-recombination trap
close to midgap was included in the simulation. Even though this seemed to give
satisfactory results for a low neutron fluence, it may be that for higher fluences
the real trap densities and energy positions should be used. One possible
explanation connected with this may be that deep defects may interact with each
other directly [23] and not only with the conduction and the valence band. This
will provide a channel for carrier recombination and generation in addition to
the Shockley-Read-Hall model. A model for such interaction is not included in
the simulation programme. If such interaction occurs it would also influence the
other calculations we have done regarding the emptying and filling of the trap.

In section 4.7 we disregarded the electron emission rate. The electron emission
rate can be found from an expression similar to Equation (4.15) if we use AGJC

which is the free energy between the conduction band and the trap (AGTC =AGgap -
AGTV), and the hole factors are exchanged with the corresponding factors for
electrons. By using the values we have estimated in section 4.7 in this equation
we find en=3*10"9 s"1 at 265 K. We can also look at this from a different angle. We
know that AGJV =AHJV =Eact if the entropy is zero and the capture cross section is
temperature independent. Thus the activation energy gives us the largest
possible value for the energy position in the gap. By using the measured
activation energy as AGJV we find the maximum value for the electron emission
rate at 265 K and this gives us en ~ 2*10*5 s"1. We see that in both cases the
electron emission is so small that it can be ignored.

The filling fraction and capture cross section measurements described in section
4.7.2 were performed at 248 K and 265 K for reverse biases of 0.5 volts and 1.0
volts. The results were similar but not the same. Repeated measurements also
gave some variation in the results. The fluctuations in the measured DLTS signal
over time were as high as 20 mV in some cases and the maximum signal was
-330 mV for 1 volt reverse bias. These measurements were performed on a diode
with a neutron fluence of 2.2 *10^ n/cm^. Using a diode irradiated with a higher
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fluence would have reduced this uncertainty, but as described earlier we were not
able to get a very good correlation between measured and simulated I-V curves
for higher fluences. By considering the different measurements we found that an

is in the region 8*10~20 to l*10~18 cm2 for an inverse filling fraction of 3.

The maximum DLTS signal for various emission rates was shown in Figure 4.15
for detector 57-2H. This detector received one of the higher neutron fluences. The
DLTS scans for detectors with lower fluences were very noisy and the results
were therefore not very well suited to be used in this curve fit. All four detectors
irradiated with high neutron fluence (6.7*1010 and 1.5*10n n/cm2) were
measured and the same dependency of the DLTS signal as a function of
temperature was found. The increase of the maximum DLTS signal with
increasing emission rate is determined by Eap. We found that Eap = 0.40 meV
gave a reasonable good fit to the data. Lower values resulted in a smaller slope
whereas higher values gave a steeper slope. Variations in Eap gave small
variations in apo, but large variations in the value for aP)00. In their paper
describing multiphonon emission Henry and Lang[20] suggested that ap>0o is
limited to 10"14 -10"15 cm2 and that Eap = 0-0.56 eV. We see that the value we
have used for Eap is within these limits, but we got a much higher value for Opi00

(~10"12 cm2). To get ap,«> =1*1O"14 cm2 requires Ea>p = 0.24 eV, which does not give
a good fit to the data. Thus if Henry and Langs assumption regarding ap>00 is
correct, it seems like there is another effect that we have not taken into account.
This effect would be one that will reduce the slope of the curve in Figure 4.15 for
high temperatures. By using non-optimized measurement parameters we may
measure a lower signal than the correct one, but not one that is higher. We have
discussed two factors which reduces the signal, incomplete trap filling and high
resistivity effects. Thus there are two possibilities, either the measured low
temperature signals are lowered by a factor not included in the model, or the
DLTS signal peaks at high temperature appear at a lower temperature than the
correct one. The latter could be an explanation if we had a field-enhanced
emission due to barrier lowering from the Poole-Frenkel effect. The lowering of
the barrier will move the peak for a certain emission rate to a lower temperature
compared to situation without barrier lowering. However, the electric field in
this semiconductor is so low that the barrier lowering is insignificant. We have
not found another effect that can explain this data.

The limiting factor when Equation (4.18) is used to create an Arrhenius plot

which corresponds to the plot created from the trap signature is the entropy factor
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Xp- Engstrom and Aim [21] have shown that the minimum and maximum value
for this factor are 1 and 50, and this limits the maximum values of S;/5Oimax(265
K). Large values of S//SOimar(265 K) results in small ap,« and op,o which means
that the preexponential factor in Equation (4.18) becomes too small for the
allowed %p- In addition we see by simply considering the data that SilSOimax (265
K) > 1.7 in order to obtain the measured signals at 280 K. We have found that
SilSo.max (265 K)~3 results in values that give a good fit to the trap signature. In
Figure 4.16 we found AHVT =0.325 eV, when Xp=50. By using lower values of AHVT

we can also get a good curve fit and this will also result in lower values for Xp-
For example we found a good curve fit with Xp=21 and AHVT=0.295 eV, which for
a degeneracy ratio of 1 gives AGVT =0.278 eV. This is very close to the value we
calculated in section 4.8. In general the possible values we have found for AHVT

vary between 0.27 eV and 0.34 eV depending on the input values, and with Xp
varying between 1 and 50. The result indicates that at 265 K AGVT ~0.25-0.29 eV.

A trap that is negatively charged when filled by an electron and neutral when
empty are called an acceptor like trap, while a donor like trap is neutral when
filled and positive when empty. Since the coulomb force are supposed to enhance
trapping of an electron to a positively charged trap, whereas no such
enhancement is expected for a neutral trap, it is common to assume that the
relative difference between ap and on is an indication of the trap type. However,
this is problematic in this case with a strong temperature dependence of op. At
265 K we have found that op < on whereas our results indicate the opposite
relation at room temperature. It is therefore difficult to say if this is a donor or an
acceptor like trap.

5.2 Trap identification

We have found some reports on radiation induced hole traps with an activation
energy similar to the one we have measured for TH6. Many of these reports
describe work done on p-type material using DLTS [f.ex. 9]. Similar peaks have
also been seen in n-type material but in most cases the authors have not tried to
characterize the trap. We have not found any articles where data other than the
activation energy are reported. It has also been reported similar activation energy
levels which appear after annealing at temperatures between 450 and 600 K in
electron irradiated low-resistivity p-type silicon [24, 25]. A general problem for the
comparison of this work with reports where other characterization techniques
have been used is that it is unclear which energy level they have found. For
comparison it is necessary to know if it is a Gibbs free energy, an enthalpy, or an
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activation energy including the energy barrier of the temperature dependent

capture cross section.

6 Summary of results

We have examined a hole trap in neutron irradiated diodes made on high
resistivity phosphorus doped silicon. This hole trap has an activation energy
obtained from the Arrhenius plot of Eact = 475 meV (±20 meV) and the
corresponding apparent cross section is 2.8*10"15 ± l*10~15 cm2. We found the
capture cross section for electrons to be temperature independent and have a
value between 8.0*10"20 and 2*10*18. The hole capture cross section is
temperature dependent, possibly due to multiphonon emission with an energy
barrier Eaj,=0.40 eV, a high temperature asymptotic value ap>0o ~l*10*12 cm2 and
low temperature value o"p,o ~3*10"20 cm2. Measurements and curve fits indicate
that the enthalpy of the trap is between 0.27 eV and 0.34 eV from the valence
band. This led to values of the Gibbs free energy, AGVT ~0.25-0.29 eV at 265 K. The
introduction rate for the trap has been calculated to -0.02 cm"1.
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APPENDIX A

Input file used in the Spisces simulation described in section 4.6.

go atlas
TITLE hoy-injeksjon av hull over pn-overgang
#£il: diode.solve
# SILVACO International 1994

mesh nx=2 ny=368
x.m n=l 1=0.0
x.m n=2 1=1.0

y . m n = l 1=0 r = 1 . 0
y . m n=4 1 = 1 . 0 r = 1 . 0
y . m n=84 1 = 5 . 0 r = 1 . 0
y . m n = 3 5 8 1=270 r = 1 . 0 5
y . m n = 3 6 8 1=280 r = 1 . 0

region num=l silicon

electrode num=l top name=diode
electrode num=2 bottom name=bakside

doping uniform n . type conc = 3.0ell
doping gauss p.type conc=1.0el9 x.l=0. x.r=l junc=2
doping uniform n.type conc=1.0el9 x.l=0. x.r=l y.t=275.0 y.b=280.0

material mun=1430 mup=495 taunO=4e-5 taupO=4e-5 nsrhp=4el7 nsrhn=4el7 \
etrap=0.1 eg300=1.12

contact num=2 con.res=2.0

•save outf=diode.str

#tonyplot diode.str -set diode_0.set

models consrh auger ccsmob fldmob temperat=265

log outf=diode.log

solve init

method newton trap \

ir.tol=l.e-20 ix.tol=l.e-20 climit=l.e-5

solve name=diode vstep=0.1 vfinal=l outfile=diode_test.pot master onefileonly

tonyplot diode.log diode_test.pot -set diode_l.set

quit
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